List of Adherence Aids

EZY Dose 7-Day Classic Pill Reminder, Large
www.drugstore.com
Price: $2.49

The 7-day Pill Reminder® helps you remember daily medication! Easy-to-open lids indicate the day of the week by initial and Braille markings. Made of translucent, durable plastic so you can tell if you took your medication without opening the lid. Large individual compartments hold approximately 12 aspirin tablets. Ideal for vitamins and other medications. To open, gently push up on lid tab.

EZY Dose Maxi-Pharmadose Plus Medication Organizer
www.drugstore.com
Price: $12.99

- 35 total compartments accommodate weekly or monthly schedules
- 7 extra compartments for "as needed" medications or vitamins
- Rounded scoop bottom for easy pill removal!
- Accommodates weekly or monthly schedules
- May be used with or without child-deterrent lock bar

MediChest
www.carex.com
Price: $11.24

Features individual day planners that can easily be removed so you can carry your day's medication regimen with you. The day planners feature raised letters and Braille markings for the sight impaired. The four tabbed compartments open individually and securely snap shut.
- 4 times per day pill organizer (morning, noon, evening, and bed)
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Dosett Medi
www.dosett.com
Price: $16.35

The Dosett® medicine container is a Swedish invention. It provides reliable medication for active people. One week's worth of tablets and capsules collected together in one place. Portable and easy to use.

7PACK
www.borinhalbich.com
Price: $9.95

The 7PACK is a patient compliance medication organizer that holds 7 pill containers – one for each day of the week. Each daily container may be removed from the 7PACK for patients on the go. This flexibility promotes the accurate tracking of daily doses for those who are forgetful or traveling. The 7PACK is available in 5 different sizes and multiple languages.

CADEX 12 Alarm Medication Reminder Watch and Medical ID
www.epill.com
Price: $139.95

Program up to 12 daily medication alarms (beep only) including your own reminder text message (name and strength of medication or other prompts). Alarm reset not required. When the alarm goes off, a message scrolls across the display. Normal time & date function. Input your own Medical History (name, SSN, Blood type, allergies). Alpha reminder message up to 36 characters long.
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MEDglider 4 Alarm Timer with ONE (1) Pillbox
www.epill.com
Price: $45.95

Four Doses per Day pill holder. Pill box has a sliding tray with two compartments to the left and two compartments to the right. Pill capacity is eight (8) aspirin sized tablets per dose.
- EASY to PROGRAM clock & alarms
- MULTI-ALARM, up to 4 daily auto-repeating alarms
- Unique VOICE ALARM: time to take your pill
- CHOOSE reminder: Voice / Sound / Light
- Large DISPLAY
- Fits easily in Purse or Pocket

Multi-Alarm POCKET: Easy-to-Program Medication Reminder
www.epill.com
Price: $39.95

- Simple to use Medication Reminder
- Slide switch programming
- Pocket-sized
- Multiple daily alarm settings (up to 37 alarms)-from 6AM to Midnight
- No need to reset alarm – Repeats every day!

Weekly Pill Turtle
www.carex.com
Price: $13.99

- This oval 7-day pill container will securely hold pills and help to maintain daily medication regimen
- The unique design of the Weekly Pill Turtle Pill Organizer is a convenient method for holding and organizing your pills or vitamins to help manage a daily medication regimen. Easy snap lids securely hold pills and keep them safe.
- Easy-to-use alarm clock (batteries included)
- Large Digital Readout with black light
- 7 large compartments with raised letters and Braille markings
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Multi-Alarm TimeCap Pill Bottle Alarm Timer

*www.epill.com*

**Price:** $29.95

- Up to 24 Daily ALARMS: You can set as many alarms as you wish (up to 24 daily alarms / only on the hour) - or NO Alarms at all. True alarm settings (NOT an Interval Timer) on the hour up to 24 alarm times per day.
- Automatic LAST OPENED Indicator: Visual indicator is automatically set each time the e-pill TimeCap cap is removed. LAST OPENED shows the patient when the cap was opened the last time. No special set-up required; This function works even if no alarms have been set.
- MISSED PILL Indicator: When the alarm time has been reached the alarm will sound for 10 seconds and the display will begin to flash. The flashing will continue until the cap is removed. FLASHING Display = Signal that medications are due.

---

MEMS ® 6 TrackCap (Medication Event Monitoring System)

*www.aardexgroup.com*

**Price:** $107 for TrackCap; $365 for Reader

Electronic monitoring system designed to compile the dosing histories of ambulatory patients prescribed oral medications. The system is comprised of two parts: a standard plastic vial with threaded opening and a closure for the vial that contains a micro-electronic circuit that registers times when the closure is opened and when it is closed.

---

GlowCap Medication Reminder Kit by Vitality

*www.cvs.com*

**Price:** $79.99 PLUS monthly service plan

- Accompanying reminder light that plugs easily into any visible outlet around the home that glows orange at the time of your scheduled medication, and sends immediate updates to you or your caregiver.
- Light and sound notifications escalate from subtle to insistent: devices glow, then make noise, then send a text notification or dial your home phone.
- Helps keep prescription schedules on track with email and progress reports sent to you and your loved ones.
- “Press-For-Refill” button at the base of the GlowCap® sends refill requests to your local pharmacy through the AT&T mobile broadband network, which sets up an automatic callback to confirm your refill.
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**Senticare PillStation**

www.sentricare.com  
Price: $79/month PLUS one-time $89 enrollment fee

- Simple tray of day of week/time bins. Easy to insert and remove. If you will be away for a day or a few days, just take the day bins with you and let the Care Advisor know that you are taking this
- Easy to open and close bins; ample room to hold up to 8 pills for AM and PM and 5 pills for noon
- Large text on display and volume can be adjusted
- At the time of the reminder, the right bin lights up.
- Glow tells of how you are progressing on your adherence. A blue glow means all is well and other Care Glow colors indicate missed medications, medication interaction, message, etc.
- One button gives 24/7 access to a SentiCare Advisor for any questions or assistance with PillStation

---

**CompuMed Automated Medication Dispenser**

www.compumed.com  
Price: $895

CompuMed automatically dispenses medication up to four times per day from a tamper-proof weekly medication organizer into an easily accessed drawer. When medicine is dispensed, an LED light flashes, an audio alarm sounds and instructions appear on a screen (i.e. "Take with food").